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A RAMSEY CLASS FOR STEINER SYSTEMS
VINDYA BHAT, JAROSLAV NEŠETŘIL, CHRISTIAN REIHER, AND VOJTĚCH RÖDL
Abstract. We construct a Ramsey class whose objects are Steiner systems. In contrast
to the situation with general r-uniform hypergraphs, it turns out that simply putting
linear orders on their sets of vertices is not enough for this purpose: one also has to
strengthen the notion of subobjects used from “induced subsystems” to something we call
“strongly induced subsystems”.
Moreover we study the Ramsey properties of other classes of Steiner systems obtained
from this class by either forgetting the order or by working with the usual notion of
subsystems. This leads to a perhaps surprising induced Ramsey theorem in which designs
get coloured.
§1. Introduction
1.1. Structural Ramsey Theory. The Entscheidungsproblem from mathematical logic
led Ramsey [25] to the following combinatorial principle that became a cornerstone of an
area now called Ramsey theory.
Theorem 1.1. For any positive integers m, r, and c there exists a positive integer M with
M ÝÑ pmqrc ,
i.e., such that no matter how the r-element subsets of an M-element set X are coloured
with c colours, there will always be an m-element subset Y of X such that all r-element
subsets of Y are the same colour.
This result admits a standard reformulation in the language of hypergraphs: for a fixed
integer r ě 2, an r-uniform hypergraph, or r-graph for short, is a pair G “ pV,Eq consisting
of a vertex set V and an edge set E Ď `V
r
˘
. If G “ pV,Eq is an r-graph, we use the standard
notation of writing V pGq “ V , vG “ |V |, EpGq “ E, and eG “ |E|. In case that G has all
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possible edges, that is if E “ `V
r
˘
, we say that G is a clique and if additionally |V | “ m we
say that G is a Kprqm .
Now Theorem 1.1 informs us that if M is large enough depending on m, r, and c, then
K
prq
M ÝÑ
`
Kprqm
˘e
c
holds, meaning that in every edge-colouring of KprqM using c colours there occurs a monochro-
matic copy of Kprqm . This raises the question whether there is a similar result when the
target hypergraph Kprqm is replaced by an arbitrary r-graph G. Of course, when we just
ask for a monochromatic appearance of G as a subhypergraph we may apply Ramsey’s
theorem with m “ vG. But the problem becomes significantly more challenging when we
ask for a monochromatic induced copy of G.
Here, for two given r-graphs G and H, we say that G is an induced subhypergraph of H
and write G ď H if V pGq Ď V pHq and EpGq “ EpHq X `V pGq
r
˘
. By an induced copy of G
in H we mean an induced subhypergraph rG of H that is isomorphic to G.
Theorem 1.2 (Induced Ramsey Theorem). Given any r-uniform hypergraph G and any
number c ě 1 of colours, there exists an r-uniform hypergraph H with
H ÝÑ pGqec (1.1)
in the sense that for every colouring of the edges of H with c colours there exists a
monochromatic induced copy of G in H.
For r “ 2 this was proved independently by Deuber [4], by Erdős, Hajnal, and Pósa [5],
and by Rödl in his master thesis [26,27]. For an alternative proof we refer to [16]. That
article introduces the so-called partite method on which much of the subsequent progress in
this area is based, including the present work. There are even “arithmetic” applications of
this method, see e.g., the work of Leader and Russell [12].
For general hypergraphs the proof of Theorem 1.2 was obtained independently by
Abramson and Harrington [1] and by Nešetřil and Rödl [14]. Actually both of these
articles prove considerably stronger results. Shorter proofs of Theorem 1.2 utilising partite
structures may be found in [17] and [2].
The next level of generality is obtained by replacing the edge-symbol e in formula (1.1)
by other r-graphs. Such considerations may actually take place in a more abstract context
that we are going to introduce next.
Definition 1.3. Let C be a class of objects endowed with an equivalence relation called
isomorphism and with a transitive subobject relation. Given two objects F and G from C
we write
`
G
F
˘
for the class of all subobjects of G that are isomorphic to F .
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For three objects F,G,H P C and a positive integer c the partition symbol
H ÝÑ pGqFc
means that no matter how
`
H
F
˘
gets coloured with c colours, there is some rG P `H
G
˘
for
which
` rG
F
˘
is monochromatic.
The class C is said to have the F -Ramsey property if for every G P C and every c there
exists an H P C with H ÝÑ pGqFc .
Finally, C is a Ramsey class if it has the F -Ramsey property for every F P C .
For example, Ramsey’s theorem asserts that the class of finite sets with isomorphisms
being bijections and subobjects being subsets is a Ramsey class. Moreover, the induced
Ramsey theorem tells us that the class C prq of all r-uniform hypergraphs with the usual
notion of isomorphism and whose subobjects are induced subhypergraphs has the e-Ramsey
property, where e “ Kprqr . It was proved in [14] that C prq has the F -Ramsey property
if F is either a clique or discrete, i.e., edgeless (see also [1]). That this condition on F is
also necessary was proved for r “ 2 in [13] and it seems to belong to the folklore of the
subject that the probabilistic approach of [15] yields the same result for all r ě 2 (see also
Theorem 1.11 below).
So C prq is not a Ramsey class, but it turns out that a slight variant of this class is Ramsey:
let C prqă be the class of all ordered r-uniform hypergraphs, that is, r-graphs endowed with a
fixed linear ordering of their vertices. The isomorphisms of C prqă are required to respect
these orderings. Thus for Fă, Gă P C prqă with underlying (unordered) r-graphs F and G
the set
`
Gă
Fă
˘
may in general correspond to a proper subset of
`
G
F
˘
.
Theorem 1.4. The class C prqă of all ordered r-uniform hypergraphs is a Ramsey class.
Again this was proved in [1] and [14] (see also [20]). Other known examples of Ramsey
classes include finite vector spaces over a fixed field F (see [6]), and finite partially ordered
sets with fixed linear extensions [18, 21, 24]. The study of Ramsey classes found its revival
after several decades due to its connection with topological dynamics via ultrahomogeneous
structures described by Kechris, Pestov, and Todorcevic in their seminal paper (see [10]).
Further results in this direction were obtained in the recent work of van Thé [22,23] and
by Hubička and Nešetr, il [8, 9]. A very readable account of the Kechris-Pestov-Todorcevic
correspondence has recently been given by Solecki in his survey [29]. For more information
on structural Ramsey theory in general we refer to Bodirsky’s survey chapter [3].
1.2. Steiner Systems. Throughout the rest of this article, we consider classes of r-graphs
called Steiner systems. For fixed integers r ě t ě 2, by a Steiner pr, tq-system we mean an
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r-uniform hypergraph G “ pV,Eq with the property that every t-element subset of V is
contained in at most one edge of G.
Such objects are also called “partial Steiner systems” in the design-theoretic literature,
while the term “Steiner system” is reserved there to what we will call “complete Steiner
systems” (see Definition 1.10 below).
We denote the class of all Steiner pr, tq-systems with subobjects again being induced
subhypergraphs by S pr, tq. For example, the members of S pr, 2q are sometimes referred
to as linear hypergraphs while S pr, rq “ C prq.
The following generalisation of the induced Ramsey theorem was obtained by Nešetřil
and Rödl in [19].
Theorem 1.5. For any integers r ě t ě 2 the class S pr, tq has the edge-Ramsey property.
As remarked in [19] the proof described there does also show that the corresponding
ordered class Săpr, tq has the edge-Ramsey property. The members of this class are,
of course, Steiner pr, tq-systems with fixed linear orderings of their vertex sets and the
isomorphisms of Săpr, tq are required to preserve these orderings.
In the light of Theorem 1.4 it is natural to wonder whether these classes Săpr, tq are
Ramsey classes as well, but it turns out that for t ă r they are not (see also Corollary 1.13
below).
The main result of this article, however, asserts that those classes can be made Ramsey
by changing the subobject relation as follows.
Definition 1.6. Given two Steiner pr, tq-systems G and H, we say that G is a strongly
induced subsystem of H and write G đ H if
(i ) G ď H, i.e., G is an induced subsystem of H
(ii ) and moreover |eX V pGq| ă t holds for all e P EpHqr EpGq.
The set of all strongly induced copies of G in H is denoted by
`
H
G
˘
đ.
This concept leads to two further classes of Steiner systems.
Definition 1.7. Let S đpr, tq be the class of all Steiner pr, tq-systems with isomorphisms
as usual and whose subobjects are strongly induced subsystems. Similarly, S đă pr, tq refers
to the corresponding class of ordered Steiner pr, tq-systems.
We may now announce the first main result of this article.
Theorem 1.8. The class S đă pr, tq is Ramsey.
As said above, the interest in Ramsey classes did recently increase due to their connection
with other areas. But it may be observed that even when one only cares about colouring
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edges, Theorem 1.8 gives more information than the earlier Theorem 1.5. Specifically, we
obtain a monochromatic strongly induced copy of the original Steiner system, and thus a
copy that interacts only very little with any other such copy. Besides being of interest, such
a strong type of containment of the monochromatic copy seems to be a useful property for
further proofs utilising the partite method.
In order to gain a better understanding as to why Theorem 1.8 is true, whilst in general
the class S pr, tq fails to be Ramsey, we will also determine for each of the four classes of
Steiner systems introduced so far for which objects F they have the F -Ramsey property.
In this manner we can separately study the effects of ordering the vertices and of changing
the definition of subobjects.
The adjectives weak, strong, unordered, and ordered will be applied to these classes as
indicated by the following table.
unordered ordered
weak S pr, tq Săpr, tq
strong S đpr, tq S đă pr, tq
It will turn out that the property of Steiner systems relevant to unordered classes is that
of homogeneity.
Definition 1.9. A Steiner pr, tq-system F is said to be homogeneous∗ if every permutation
of V pF q induces an automorphism of F .
Thus a member of S pr, rq “ C prq is homogeneous if either it is of the form Kprqm for some
m ě r or if it has no edges. It should be observed, however, that except for the edge e the
homogeneous r-graphs of the former type do not belong to S pr, tq as long as t ă r.
Similarly for t ă r the weak classes demand completeness.
Definition 1.10. A Steiner pr, tq-system F is called complete if for every x P `V pF q
t
˘
there
is an edge e P EpF q with x Ď e.
Trivial cases for this to happen are that F consists of less than t isolated vertices or
that F “ e. Non-trivial examples of complete Steiner systems, also known as designs
in the literature, are very hard to come up with (at least for t ą 7, say). But recently
Keevash [11] established an important 160 year old conjecture of Steiner regarding their
existence.
With this terminology the second main result of this article reads as follows.
∗The reader familiar with model theory might find this usage of the word “homogeneous” confusing,
because it means something entirely else in this context. In the theory of finite graphs, however, it is often
used with the same meaning as above.
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Theorem 1.11. Let r ě t ě 2, T P  S ,Să,S đ,S đă (, and F P T pr, tq. Then T pr, tq
has the F -Ramsey property if both of the following conditions hold:
(i ) If T pr, tq is unordered, then F is homogeneous,
(ii ) If T pr, tq is weak and t ă r, then F is a complete Steiner system.
If on the other hand (i ) or (ii ) fails, then T pr, tq fails to have the F -Ramsey property.
Notice that this generalises all other structural Ramsey-theoretic theorems stated above.
Theorem 1.8 follows, as the above clauses (i ) and (ii ) hold vacuously for T “ S đă . The
case T “ S and F “ e yields Theorem 1.5, and the induced Ramsey theorem corresponds
to the case r “ t, T “ S , and F “ e.
For the readers’ convenience we would now like to state more explicitly what Theorem 1.11
says for T P  S ,Să,S đ(.
Corollary 1.12. The class S pr, tq has the F -Ramsey property if and only if one of the
following two cases holds:
‚ r ą t and either F is an edge or vF ă t,
‚ r “ t and F is homogeneous.
Corollary 1.13. The class Săpr, tq has the F -Ramsey property if and only if r “ t or F
is a complete Steiner pr, tq-system (the cases vF ă t and F “ e are included).
Corollary 1.14. The class S đpr, tq has the F -Ramsey property if and only if
‚ F is an edge
‚ or F is discrete,
‚ or if r “ t and F is a clique.
Remark 1.15. At first glance it might be tempting to think that Theorem 1.8 could follow
from the main result of [14], because (1) Steinerness is describable in terms of forbidden
substructures and (2) after adding a new t-ary predicate to be interpreted by the t-sets
of vertices which are contained in an edge, strongly induced subobjects become ordinary
subobjects.
However, in the case at hand the forbidden substructures are not irreducible and
thus Theorem 1.8 is not a consequence of [14]. (On the other hand, the two results do
not contradict each other because [14] speaks about ideal subcategories only, and this
assumption does not apply here. Roughly speaking, this is because the product of a Steiner
system with an arbitrary hypergraph does not need to be Steiner.)
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§2. Why is the strong ordered class Ramsey?
2.1. Overview. As our proof of Theorem 1.8 is not so short and proceeds in several steps,
we would like to begin with an informal discussion of some of its central ideas and how
they relate to two earlier arguments yielding special cases, namely to the first of the two
proofs of the induced Ramsey theorem presented in [17] and to the proof of Theorem 1.5
from [19].
A common theme occurring in all these proofs is that they rely on the partite con-
struction introduced in [16]. Generally speaking, this construction is a versatile iterative
amalgamation technique that allows in many situations to strengthen “weak” Ramsey
theoretic facts. For instance, Ramsey’s theorem trivially yields a version of Theorem 1.2
where we just demand the monochromatic copy of G to be a subhypergraph that is not
necessarily induced. Still, this can be used in a partite construction generating a bigger
Ramsey object for G of the kind that is actually desired by Theorem 1.2.
The two main ingredients of such a partite construction are
‚ a so-called partite lemma
‚ and partite amalgamations.
In both [17] and [19] the partite lemma essentially says that the result to be proved holds
whenever G is r-partite and it is proved by an application of the Hales-Jewett Theorem
discussed in Subsection 2.2 below.
The partite amalgamations were straightforward in [17] but in the case of Steiner
systems [19] some arguments were needed to show that no pairs of distinct edges intersecting
in t or more vertices were created. This verification was in turn based on a study of the
intersection properties of so-called “canonical copies” that correspond to the combinatorial
lines of the Hales-Jewett cube (see [19, Lemma 2.8]).
When one attempts to base a proof of Theorem 1.8 on the same ideas, there arises
the following problem: While it is perfectly possible to use the Hales-Jewett theorem
again for proving a partite Lemma (see the “preliminary partite lemma” in Subsection 2.3
below) it turns out that its intersection properties are not strong enough for enabling us
to perform partite amalgamations in sufficiently general situations. Our way of coping
with that difficulty is that we run the partite construction twice. The first time we just
aim at getting a better partite lemma, called the “clean partite lemma” in Subsection 2.5
below. Owing to its more useful intersection properties this lemma can then be applied in
a second partite construction that proves Theorem 1.8 (see Subsection 2.6 below).
For experts on the partite method it might also be interesting to observe that while
our proof of the clean partite lemma uses a special feature of the Hales-Jewett cube (see
clause (ii ) of Lemma 2.3 below), it only does so “in the projection”.
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Throughout the rest of this section we fix integers r ě t ě 2 and a number of colours c ě 1.
2.2. The Hales-Jewett Theorem. In this short subsection we will fix some terminology
regarding the Hales-Jewett theorem. For a finite nonempty set Q and a positive integer n,
the Hales-Jewett cube HJCpQ, nq is defined to be the Cartesian power Qn. For any h P rns
we let pih : HJCpQ, nq ÝÑ Q denote the natural projection onto the h-th coordinate defined
by pihpQ1, . . . , Qnq “ Qh for every pQ1, . . . , Qnq P HJCpQ, nq.
Now consider all partitions rns “ C Y¨M with M ­“ ∅ and for each of them all functions
g : C ÝÑ Q. We will denote the set of all pairs pC, gq arising in this way by L pQ, nq.
Its members encode in the following way so-called combinatorial lines that are subsets
of HJCpQ, nq. For each pC, gq P L pQ, nq we define the embedding
ηC,g : Q ÝÑ HJCpQ, nq
such that for every h P rns and Q P Q we have
pih
`
ηC,gpQq
˘ “
$&%gphq if h P CQ if h PM. (2.1)
The range of this map, i.e., the set ηC,grQs, is called the combinatorial line associated
with the pair pC, gq. It is convenient to think of the coordinates from C as being constant
and of those from M as being moving.
We may now state the Hales-Jewett theorem [7] (see also [28] for a beautiful alternative
proof).
Theorem 2.1 (Hales-Jewett). For any positive integers q and c there exists a positive
integer HJpq, cq such that whenever Q is a q-set and n ě HJpq, cq is an integer, every
colouring of HJCpQ, nq with c colours contains a monochromatic combinatorial line.
2.3. The preliminary partite lemma. Let k be any positive integer. A Steiner pr, tq-
system X is said to be k-partite if its vertex set may be partitioned into k classes V 1, . . . , V k
such that all edges e P EpXq are crossing in the sense that |eX V i| ď 1 holds for all i P rks.
We shall writePpk, r, tq for the class of all k-partite Steiner pr, tq-systems X “`pV iqki“1, E˘
having one such k-partition of its vertex set distinguished. Of course, if k ă r then such
a k-partite Steiner system cannot have any edges. But the additional structure on such
partite Steiner systems we need to deal with below may still be non-trivial.
Associated with each X PPpk, r, tq we have a projection
ψX : V pXq ÝÑ rks (2.2)
sending the vertices from V ipXq to i for every i P rks. In terms of this map, the crossing
property of the edges means that ψX is injective on every edge of X.
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Let us fix some F P S pr, tq with V pF q “ rks for the rest of this subsection. Given any
X PPpk, r, tq we shall write `X
F
˘ˆ
đ for the set of all those strongly induced copies rF of F
in X which have the property that ψX is an isomorphism from rF to F . In particular,
these copies of F are “crossing” in X and contain precisely one vertex from each set of the
form V ipXq. The little cross “ˆ” in the notation `X
F
˘ˆ
đ is intended to remind us of this
fact.
We are now ready to define the class of objects to which our partite lemmata will apply.
Definition 2.2. For F P S pr, tq an F -hypergraph is a pair pX,Qq with X P Ppk, r, tq
and Q Ď `X
F
˘ˆ
đ, such that
ψXres P EpF q holds for every e P EpXq . (2.3)
The class of all F -hypergraphs is denoted by PpF, r, tq.
Figure 1. Example of an F -hypergraph. The dotted “edge” must not exist.
Notice that not all copies of F are in Q (green).
About two F -hypergraphs pX,Qq and pY,Rq we say that pX,Qq is strongly induced
in pY,Rq and write pX,Qq đ pY,Rq if X đ Y and Q “ `X
F
˘ˆ
đ XR hold. By
`pY,Rq
pX,Qq
˘
we
denote the set of all strongly induced copies p rX, rQq of pX,Qq in pY,Rq. If Y Ď `pY,RqpX,Qq˘ is
a system of such copies and c is a positive integer, then the partition symbol
Y ÝÑ pX,QqFc (2.4)
means that for every colouring of R with c colours there exists a copy p rX, rQq P Y such
that rQ is monochromatic. Evidently if pY,Rq supports any such system Y Ď `pY,RqpX,Qq˘, thenˆpY,Rq
pX,Qq
˙
ÝÑ pX,QqFc
holds as well. However, we may still gain something by considering the more general
partition property (2.4) because a system of copies Y for which it is valid might also have
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some additional properties which the full system
`pY,Rq
pX,Qq
˘
possibly lacks. These additional
properties can then be exploited in future arguments. For example, clause (ii ) of the
preliminary partite lemma stated below is not hard to verify for the system of copies Y we
get from the Hales-Jewett theorem, but it seems to be less clear whether
`pY,Rq
pX,Qq
˘
would
satisfy it as well. Roughly speaking, this clause asserts that the property of a t-set to be
contained in a relevant copy of F reflects from pY,Rq to members of Y.
Lemma 2.3 (Preliminary partite lemma). For every F -hypergraph pX,Qq and every
positive integer c there exists an F -hypergraph pY,Rq together with a system of copies
Y Ď `pY,RqpX,Qq˘ such that the following statements are true:
(i ) Y ÝÑ pX,QqFc
(ii ) Whenever p rX, rQq P Y, rF P R, and x is a t-subset of V p rXq X V p rF q, there is somerF 1 P rQ with x Ď V p rF 1q.
Figure 2. Condition (ii ) from the preliminary partite lemma
Proof. If Q “ ∅ we may just take pY,Rq “ pX,Qq and Y “ tpX,Qqu, and the assertion
holds vacuously. So let us suppose Q ­“ ∅ from now on and set n “ HJp|Q|, cq.
Let us write X “`pV iqki“1, E˘. We begin by defining a k-partite Steiner pr, tq-system
Y PPpk, r, tq in the following way:
‚ For i P rks we let V ipY q “ pV iqn be the n-th Cartesian power of V i.
A typical vertex from this class will be written as áv i “ pvi1, . . . , vinq. For h P rns
and i P rks, we let pih : V ipY q ÝÑ V ipXq be the natural projection onto the h-th
coordinate defined by pihpáv iq “ vih for any áv i as in the preceding sentence.
‚ A crossing r-subset f of V pY q is declared to be an edge of Y if and only if
pihrf s P EpXq holds for all h P rns, i.e.,
EpY q “
!
f Ď `V pY q
r
˘ ˇˇˇ
If h P rns, then pihrf s P EpXq
)
.
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Let us check that the k-partite hypergraph Y thus defined is indeed a Steiner pr, tq-system.
Claim 1. If f1, f2 P EpY q are distinct, then |f1 X f2| ă t.
Proof. Assume for the sake of contradiction that |f1 X f2| ě t. By projection we get
|pihrf1s X pihrf2s| ě t for every h P rns. Since X is a Steiner pr, tq-system, it follows that
pihrf1s “ pihrf2s holds for every h P rns. This in turn yields f1 “ f2. 
The above definition of the edges of Y shows that
for every f P EpY q we have ψY rf s P EpF q , (2.5)
as required by Definition 2.2. In what follows it will be convenient to denote the unique
vertex in V i of a copy rF P `X
F
˘ˆ
đ by v
ip rF q, so that V ` rF˘ “  vi` rF˘ ˇˇ i P rks( holds for such
copies rF .
We are now ready to define a collection R Ď `Y
F
˘ˆ
đ. To this end we consider any sequenceá
F “ pF1, . . . , Fnq P Qn of not necessarily distinct members of Q. For each i P rks we may
look at the vertex áv i “`vipF1q, . . . , vipFnq˘ from V ipY q. Evidently for each e P EpF q we
have táv i | i P eu P EpY q. Together with (2.5) this implies that the vertices áv 1, . . . ,áv k span
a crossing strongly induced copy of F in Y , which we will denote by λpáF q in the sequel.
Finally we set
R “  λpáF q | áF P Qn( .
Observe that
λ : Qn ÝÑ R
yields a natural bijective correspondence between the Hales-Jewett cube HJCpQ, nq “ Qn
and R.
Next we address the subhypergraphs of Y corresponding to combinatorial lines. Consider
a partition rns “ C Y¨M with M ­“ ∅ as well as a function g : C ÝÑ Q. Observe that
if h P C, then gphq is a copy of F in X. To describe the line encoded by the pair pC, gq we
will first introduce a partite map
ϕC,g : V pXq ÝÑ V pY q
such that for v P V i and h P rns we have
pih
`
ϕC,gpvq
˘ “
$&%vi
`
gphq˘ if h P C
v if h PM.
Let ZC,g be the induced k-partite subsystem of Y spanned by the range of ϕC,g.
Claim 2. If pC, gq P L pQ, nq, then X – ZC,g đ Y , where the isomorphism is given by
ϕC,g.
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Proof. The injectivity of ϕC,g follows from M ­“ ∅.
Next we show that if e is an edge of X, then ϕC,gres is an edge of ZC,g. Notice
that ϕC,gres is a crossing r-subset of Y . We need to verify that
`
pih ˝ ϕC,g
˘res P EpXq
holds for all h P rns. For h PM we have `pih ˝ ϕC,g˘res “ e. On the other hand, if h P C,
then gphq is some copy rF P `X
F
˘ˆ
đ. Since we have ψXres P EpF q in view of (2.3), it follows
that
`
pih ˝ ϕC,g
˘res P E` rF˘.
There are two things that remain to be shown, namely that all edges of ZC,g have
preimages in X and that the inducedness of ZC,g in Y is strong. Observe that both of
them are implied by the following statement:
If f P EpY q satisfies |f X V pZC,gq| ě t, then there is some e P EpXq with ϕC,gres “ f .
To prove this we put y “ fXV pZC,gq and let x Ď V pXq be the preimage of y with respect
to ϕC,g. For every h P M we have x Ď pihrf s P EpXq. Since X is a Steiner pr, tq-system
and |x| ě t, it follows that all edges of the form pihrf s with h PM must be the same. In
other words there is an edge e P EpXq with x Ď e “ pihrf s for every h PM . Clearly e is as
desired. 
We keep considering C, M , and g as above. Let ηC,g : Q ÝÑ HJCpQ, nq be the map
given by (2.1). Now LC,g “ pλ ˝ ηC,gqrQs is a subset of R and one confirms easily that all
vertices of the copies of F belonging to this set lie in V pZC,gq. The next claim asserts that
combinatorial lines correspond to strongly induced copies of pX,Qq in pY,Rq.
Claim 3. If pC, gq P L pQ, nq, then pX,Qq – pZC,g,LC,gq đ pY,Rq.
Proof. Owing to Claim 2 the only thing that needs to be checked is LC,g “
`
ZC,g
F
˘ˆ
đ XR.
We leave the details to the reader. 
Now we contend that pY,Rq and the system of copies
Y “  pZC,g,LC,gq | pC, gq P L pQ, nq(
have the properties (i ) and (ii ) demanded by the preliminary partite lemma. The first of
them is a direct consequence of the Hales-Jewett theorem and Claim 3.
Let us now prove (ii ) for some p rX, rQq P Y, rF P R, and t-set x Ď V p rXq X V p rF q.
Choose a partition rns “ C Y¨M with M ­“ ∅ and a function g : C ÝÑ Q such that
p rX, rQq “ pZC,g,LC,gq and let rF “ λpF1, . . . , Fnq. The assumption x Ď V p rF q yields
pihrxs Ď V pFhq for every h P rns. In order to define rF 1 we select an arbitrary h0 PM , set
F 1h “
$&%Fh if h P CFh0 if h PM
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for every h P rns, and finally we let rF 1 “ λpF 11, . . . , F 1nq. One sees immediately thatrF 1 P LC,g and x Ď V p rF 1q. 
2.4. The partite construction. We will now provide an abstract description of the
partite construction that is general enough for our intended applications. Since Steiner
pr, tq-systems are in general not closed under the kind of amalgamation we need to perform,
we will explain everything with general r-uniform hypergraphs instead. Actually it will be
among the main difficulties encountered later on to formulate appropriate side conditions
that allow us to maintain Steinerness throughout the partite construction.
The material that follows splits naturally into four parts. We begin by setting up some
terminology regarding the “pictures” that the partite construction generates. Next we
introduce the so-called “picture zero” it is initialised with. In Subsubsection 2.4.3 we
discuss the “amalgamations” which bring us from one picture to the next. Finally we will
be in a position to say precisely how the partite construction proceeds and what its main
partition property (see Lemma 2.11 below) asserts.
For the purposes of this subsection, we fix an r-uniform hypergraph F with k vertices,
say.
2.4.1. Pictures. The pictures we need to deal with for proving Theorem 1.8 will be three-
layered structures consisting of a partite hypergraph, a system of distinguished copies of F ,
and a system of distinguished copies of the object for which we intend to find a Ramsey
object. As a first step towards the definition of these pictures, we talk about hypergraphs
with a distinguished system of copies of F .
Definition 2.4. By an F -system we mean a pair pX,Qq consisting of an r-uniform
hypergraph X and a collection Q Ď `X
F
˘
of induced copies of F in X.
This concept should not be confused with the F -hypergraphs from Definition 2.2. The
differences are that F -systems do not come with a k-partite structure and that the
hypergraph X is not required to be a Steiner pr, tq-system for any t ă r. Accordingly we
cannot demand the copies of F belonging to Q to be strongly induced as we did it in the
case of F -hypergraphs.
In the sequel we will need to work with two different kinds of F -subsystems.
Definition 2.5. For two F -systems pX,Qq and pY,Rq we say that the former is a semi-
induced subsystem of the latter if X ď Y and Q Ď R hold. If moreover Q “ `X
F
˘XR we
call pX,Qq an induced subsystem of pY,Rq and write pX,Qq ď pY,Rq.
For a collection Y of semi-induced copies of pX,Qq in pY,Rq the partition symbol
Y ÝÑ pX,QqFc (2.6)
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means that for every colouring of R with c colours there is some ` rX, rQ˘ P Y for which rQ
is monochromatic.
For the remainder of Subsection 2.4 we fix two F -systems pX,Qq and pY,Rq as well as
a system of semi-induced copies Y such that (2.6) holds. There arises no loss of generality
by assuming
V pY q “ rms ,
where m “ vY . Let us enumerate R and Y as
R “  F1, . . . , F|R|( (2.7)
and
Y “  `X1,Q1˘, . . . , `X|Y|,Q|Y|˘( , (2.8)
respectively.
We may now describe the first two layers of our pictures. In the definition that follows,
the projection ψZ : V pZq ÝÑ rms is defined as in (2.2).
Figure 3. A pY,Rq-hypergraph
Definition 2.6. A pY,Rq-hypergraph is a pair pZ,Sq,
(i ) where Z is an m-partite r-uniform hypergraph,
(ii ) such that if e P EpZq, then ψZres P EpY q
(iii ) and S is a system of crossing induced copies of F in Z,
(iv ) such that if rF P S, then ψZ` rF˘ P R.
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Together with such pY,Rq-hypergraphs pZ,Sq, the partite construction will also generate
systems of so-called good copies of pX,Qq within them. Here a good copy of pX,Qq in pZ,Sq
is a crossing induced subsystem p rX, rQq of pZ,Sq (in the sense of Definition 2.5) which is
isomorphic to a member of Y via ψZ .
Definition 2.7. A picture is a triple pZ,S,Zq such that
(i ) pZ,Sq is a pY,Rq-hypergraph
(ii ) and Z is a system of good copies of pX,Qq in pZ,Sq.
If Π “ pZ,S,Zq is a picture, we will write ZpΠq “ Z, V pΠq “ V pZq, EpΠq “ EpZq,
SpΠq “ S, and ZpΠq “ Z.
The next definition clarifies that for two pictures Π and Π1 the notation Π ď Π1 has its
expected meaning.
Definition 2.8. For two pictures Π “ pZ,S,Zq and Π1 “ pZ 1,S 1,Z1q we write Π ď Π1 if
the following hold:
(i ) For every i P rms we have V ipZq Ď V ipZ 1q.
(ii ) pZ,Sq in an induced F -subsystem of pZ 1,S 1q.
(iii ) A copy
` rX, rQ˘ of pX,Qq with V ` rX˘ Ď V pZq belongs to Z if and only if it belongs
to Z1.
2.4.2. Picture zero. The starting point of the partite construction is a so-called “picture
zero” Π0 “ pZ0,S0,Z0q, which has associated with each member pXy,Qyq of Y its own
good copy
`
X0y ,Q0y
˘
of pX,Qq. These good copies are to be mutually vertex disjoint.
Moreover, for each y P r|Y|s the good copy `X0y ,Q0y˘ P Z0 is to be placed on the vertex
classes V 1pZ0q, . . . , V mpZ0q of Z0 in such a way that ˇˇV pX0y q X V ipZ0qˇˇ “ 1 holds if and
only if i P V pXyq. More exactly, we demand
`
X0y ,Q0y
˘
and pXy,Qyq to be isomorphic via
the projection ψZ0 .
The formal definition that follows summarises this description.
Definition 2.9. Picture zero is a picture Π0 “ pZ0,S0,Z0q with the property that we can
write
Z0 “  `X01 ,Q01˘, . . . , `X0|Y|,Q0|Y|˘(
in such a way that the following hold:
(i ) V pZ0q “ V pX01 q Y¨ . . . Y¨ V pX0|Y|q
(ii ) EpZ0q “ EpX01 q Y¨ . . . Y¨ EpX0|Y|q
(iii ) S0 “ Q01 Y¨ . . . Y¨Q0|Y|
(iv ) If y P r|Y|s, then `X0y ,Q0y˘ is isomorphic to pXy,Qyq via ψZ0 .
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Figure 4. Picture zero
2.4.3. Amalgamation. The partite construction itself proceeds in |R| successive amalga-
mation steps. To explain what happens in one such step, suppose that we have a picture
Π “ pZ,S,Zq as well as an integer % P r|R|s.
Let V pF%q “ tjp1q, . . . , jpkqu list the vertices of F% in increasing order. Define pZ%,S%q
to be the k-partite F -system with
V ipZ%q “ V jpiqpZq for all i P rks ,
EpZ%q “
 
e P EpZq ˇˇψZres P EpF%q( ,
and S% “
 rF P S ˇˇψZ` rF˘ “ F%( .
Observe that pZ%,S%q is an induced F -subsystem of pZ,Sq due to F% ď Y and the
conditions (ii ), (iv ) of Definition 2.6.
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Now suppose pW,Pq to be a further k-partite F -system admitting a system W of
k-partite induced copies of pZ%,S%q with
W ÝÑ pZ%,S%qFc .
Later on we will use either Lemma 2.3 or Lemma 2.12 to obtain such a system W.
The amalgamation we have in mind leads to a new picture
ΠA%W “ pZ A%W,S A%W,ZA%Wq
the formal definition of which will cover the remainder of this subsubsection. The underlying
idea is that starting from pW,Pq we extend every copy ` rZ%, rS%˘ PW of pZ%,S%q to its own
copy Π rZ%, rS% of the picture Π, keeping these copies of Π as disjoint as possible, i.e., such
that two distinct such copies do only share vertices of W with each other.
Figure 5. Partite amalgamation
To begin with, the vertex classes of the desired hypergraph Z A%W are going to be
V jpZ A%Wq “
$&%V ipW q if j “ jpiq holds for some i P rksV jpZq ˆW if j R tjp1q, . . . , jpkqu .
Now for every copy
` rZ%, rS%˘ PW we fix a bijection ϕ rZ%, rS% : V pZ%q ÝÑ V p rZ%q establishing
an isomorphism between pZ%,S%q and
` rZ%, rS%˘ respecting the k-partite structure and then
we extend ϕ rZ%, rS% to an injective map ϕ rZ%, rS% : V pZq ÝÑ V pZ AWq given by
ϕ rZ%, rS%pvq “
$&%ϕ rZ%, rS%pvq if v P V pZ%q`v, ` rZ%, rS%˘˘ otherwise.
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Further, we let the picture Π rZ%, rS% be the image of Π under ϕ rZ%, rS% .
Finally ΠA%W “ pZ A%W,S A%W,ZA%Wq is defined to be the union of all these
pictures Π rZ%, rS% as ` rZ%, rS%˘ varies over W, so explicitly we stipulate
EpZ A%Wq “ď E`Π rZ%, rS%˘ ˇˇ ` rZ%, rS%˘ PW( ,
S A%W “ď S`Π rZ%, rS%˘ ˇˇ ` rZ%, rS%˘ PW( ,
and ZA%W “ď Z`Π rZ%, rS%˘ ˇˇ ` rZ%, rS%˘ PW( .
It is easy to check that ΠA%W is again a picture and that we have
Π rZ%, rS% ď ΠA%W for every ` rZ%, rS%˘ PW . (2.9)
The pictures of the form Π rZ%, rS% will be referred to as the canonical copies of Π in ΠA%W.
2.4.4. The final picture. Having thus defined amalgamations, we may proceed by de-
scribing the partite construction itself.
Definition 2.10. Suppose that we construct a sequence
Π0 “ pZ0,S0,Z0q, . . . ,Π|R| “`Z |R|,S |R|,Z|R|˘
of pictures starting with picture zero and such that for each % P r|R|s we have
Π% “ Π%´1A%W%, where W% ÝÑ pZ%´1% ,S%´1% qFc .
Then we say that the picture Π|R| has arisen by means of a partite construction and
about pY,Rq itself we say that it was put senkrecht.
We conclude this subsection by stating an important property of this construction.
Lemma 2.11. If the picture Π “ pZ,S,Zq arises by a partite construction, then
Z ÝÑ pX,QqFc .
Proof. Keeping the above notation in force we have Z “ Z |R|, S “ S |R|, and Z “ Z|R|.
Consider any colouring γ : S ÝÑ rcs. When we go backwards through the partite construc-
tion, the first partition property we may invoke is W|R| ÝÑ`Z |R|´1|R| ,S |R|´1|R| ˘Fc . It leads to
a canonical copy rΠ|R|´1 of Π|R|´1 and to a colour ϕp|R|q P rcs such that γp rF q “ ϕp|R|q
holds for all rF P rS |R|´1 with ψZp rF q “ F|R|.
Iterating this argument |R| ´ 1 further times we may use the partition properties
of W|R|´1, . . . ,W1 in turn and ultimately obtain a function ϕ : r|R|s ÝÑ rcs as well as a
copy rΠ0 “` rZ0, rS0, rZ0˘ ď Π|R| of picture zero such that
if rF P rS0 and ψZp rF q “ F%, then γp rF q “ ϕp%q . (2.10)
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Next we apply (2.6) to the colouring F% ÞÝÑ ϕp%q of R and get some y P r|Y|s such
that Qy is monochromatic under this colouring. Due to (2.10) this means that the good
copy p rXy, rQyq P rZ0 of pX,Qq corresponding to pX0y ,Q0yq P Z0 has rQy monochromatic
under γ. 
2.5. The clean partite lemma. Now we analyse what happens when we clean the
preliminary partite lemma by means of the partite method. Resuming the discussion of
Subsection 2.3, we suppose again that F is a Steiner pr, tq-system with V pF q “ rks.
Lemma 2.12 (Clean partite lemma). Given an F -hypergraph pX,Qq and an integer c
there is an F -hypergraph pZ,Sq and a system of copies Z Ď ` pZ,SqpX,Qq˘ such that we have:
(i ) Z ÝÑ pX,QqFc
(ii ) If pX 1,Q1q and pX2,Q2q are distinct members of Z and x Ď V pX 1q X V pX2q has
size t, then there are F 1 P Q1 and F 2 P Q2 with x Ď V pF 1q X V pF 2q.
Proof. Owing to the preliminary partite lemma, there exists an F -hypergraph pY,Rq and
a system of copies Y Ď `pY,RqpX,Qq˘ with Y ÝÑ pX,QqFc such that
@` rX, rQ˘ P Y @ rF P R @x Ď V ` rX˘X V ` rF˘ “|x| “ t ùñ D rF 1 P rQ : x Ď V ` rF 1˘‰ . (2.11)
As this situation does not change by adding isolated vertices to Y we may suppose for
notational simplicity that this k-partite Steiner system is balanced, i.e., that
|V 1pY q| “ . . . “ |V kpY q| “ m
k
holds for some positive multiple m of k. Moreover, we may relabel the vertices of Y so as
to obtain
V ipY q “ “ pi´1qm
k
` 1, im
k
‰
for all i P rks (2.12)
and, hence, V pY q “ rms.
Now we put pY,Rq senkrecht and run the partite construction. Reusing the notation of
Subsection 2.4 we enumerate R and Y as in (2.7) and (2.8), and let Π0 “ pZ0,S0,Z0q be
picture zero as described in Definition 2.9. The goal is to construct recursively a sequence
Π1 “ pZ1,S1,Z1q, . . . ,Π|R| “ pZ |R|,S |R|,Z|R|q of pictures with Π% “ Π%´1A%W% for each
% P r|R|s, where W% should be some Ramsey system with W% ÝÑ pZ%´1% ,S%´1% qFc .
We intend to maintain throughout the construction
(α) that each Z% is a Steiner pr, tq-system
(β) and that the copies of F belonging to S% are strongly induced in Z%.
Notice that picture zero has these properties because X is a Steiner pr, tq-system and
the copies rF P Q are strongly induced in X. Now suppose that for some % P rRs we
have already managed to construct a picture Π%´1 “ pZ%´1,S%´1,Z%´1q satisfying (α)
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and (β). Then
`
Z%´1% ,S%´1%
˘
is an F -hypergraph and the preliminary partite lemma allows
us to choose W% in such a way that
`
Z%% ,S%%
˘
is an F -hypergraph and that the copies` rZ%´1% , rS%´1% ˘ P W% are strongly induced in `Z%% ,S%%˘. It remains to be checked that the
picture Π% “ Π%´1A%W% has the properties (α) and (β) as well.
Starting with (α) we consider any two edges e and e1 of Z% with |eX e1| ě t. We are to
prove that e “ e1. If eX e1 Ę V pZ%%q there is a single canonical copy rΠ%´1 of the previous
picture containing both e and e1, meaning that (2.9) and the induction hypothesis lead
to the desired conclusion. So we may suppose e X e1 Ď V pZ%%q from now on, whence
ψZ%reX e1s Ď V pF%q. Using |eX e1| ě t and F% đ Y we deduce e, e1 Ď V pZ%%q and, as Z%% is
a Steiner pr, tq-system, this entails indeed e “ e1.
In view of R Ď `Y
F
˘
đ and Definition 2.6(iv ) picture Π
% satisfies (β) as well. This
completes the proof that the partite construction we were aiming at can indeed be carried
out.
Since the members of Y are strongly induced in pY,Rq, a similar argument yields
rX đ Z |R| for all ` rX, rQ˘ P Z|R| . (2.13)
The F -hypergraph pZ,Sq and the system Z promised by the clean partite lemma will
essentially be a k-partite reorganisation of the last picture Π|R| and the partition property (i )
will be an easy consequence of Lemma 2.11. To get (ii ) as well we prove that all the
pictures we have generated satisfy this intersection property. In other words we contend
that for every nonnegative % ď |R| we have:
p˚q% If pX 1,Q1q, pX2,Q2q P Z% are distinct and x Ď V pX 1q X V pX2q is a t-set, then
there are F 1 P Q1 and F 2 P Q2 with x Ď V pF 1q X V pF 2q.
Let us prove this by induction on %. The base case % “ 0 is clear because by Defini-
tion 2.9(i ) there are no distinct members pX 1,Q1q, pX2,Q2q P Z0 with V pX 1qXV pX2q ­“ ∅.
For the inductive step we suppose that p˚q%´1 holds for some % P r|R|s and that pX 1,Q1q,
pX2,Q2q as well as x are as above. Let rΠ%´1 and pΠ%´1 be the canonical copies of picture Π%´1
with pX 1,Q1q P Z`rΠ%´1˘ and pX2,Q2q P Z`pΠ%´1˘. If rΠ%´1 “ pΠ%´1 the desired conclusion
can be drawn from the induction hypothesis.
Otherwise ψZ% projects x to a t-subset of V pF%q and pX 1,Q1q onto some member of Y,
say pXy,Qyq. Applying (2.11) to pXy,Qyq, F%, and ψZ%rxs we get some rF 1 P Qy with
ψZ%rxs Ď V p rF 1q. The member F 1 of Q1 that ψZ% projects to rF 1 satisfies x Ď V pF 1q and for
similar reasons there is some F 2 P Q2 with x Ď V pF 2q. This completes the inductive step.
Finally we put everything together: since pZ |R|,S |R|q is a pY,Rq-hypergraph, (2.12) tells
us that there is a k-partite Steiner pr, tq-system Z with
V ipZq “ V pi´1qm{k`1`Z |R|˘ Y¨ . . . Y¨ V im{k`Z |R|˘
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for all i P rks and EpZq “ EpZ |R|q. So informally Z is the same as Z |R| except for having
a different partite structure. Setting S “ S |R| and Z “ Z|R|, the same argument shows
that pZ,Sq is actually an F -hypergraph and that we have Z Ď ` pZ,SqpX,Qq˘ by (2.13).
Now pZ,Sq and Z have the desired properties, because (i ) follows from Lemma 2.11
and (ii ) holds in view of p˚q|R|. 
2.6. The proof of Theorem 1.8. Now we are ready to prove that S đă pr, tq is a Ramsey
class. To this end let any Fă, Xă P S đă pr, tq be given. We are to find some Ză P S đă pr, tq
with Ză đÝÑ pXăqFăc , where the black triangle above the partition arrow is supposed to
remind us that we are aiming for a strongly induced copy to be monochromatic. Recall
that by Theorem 1.4 there is an ordered r-uniform hypergraph Yă with
Yă ÝÑ pXăqFăc , (2.14)
but this is not enough because it is neither clear whether Yă is a Steiner pr, tq-system nor,
if it actually is, whether the monochromatic copy of Xă it leads to could always be chosen
to be strongly induced. To overcome these problems we define R to be the subset of `Y
F
˘
corresponding to
`
Yă
Fă
˘
, put pY,Rq senkrecht, and try to run the partite construction using
the clean partite lemma in every amalgamation step.
For this purpose we suppose that V pFăq “ rks and V pYăq “ rms hold for k “ vF
and m “ vY , and that the orderings of Fă and Yă agree with the natural orderings of rks
and rms, respectively. Moreover we let Q be the subset of `X
F
˘
đ corresponding to
`
Xă
Fă
˘
đ.
By (2.14) there exists a system Y of semi-induced copies of pX,Qq in pY,Rq with
Y ÝÑ pX,QqFc .
Enumerate R and Y as in (2.7) and (2.8), and let the picture zero corresponding to this
situation be given as in Definition 2.9 by Π0 “ pZ0,S0,Z0q. We intend to run the partite
construction, thus generating a sequence Π0 “ pZ0,S0,Z0q, . . . ,Π|R| “`Z |R|,S |R|,Z|R|˘ of
pictures.
Suppose that for some % P r|R|s we have already managed to obtain, after %´ 1 steps,
the picture Π%´1 “ pZ%´1,S%´1,Z%´1q such that the following conditions hold:
paq%´1 The hypergraph Z%´1 is a Steiner pr, tq-system.
pbq%´1 Every member of S%´1 is strongly induced in Z%´1.
pcq%´1 If p rX, rQq P Z%´1, then rX is strongly induced in Z%´1.
Observe that these are reasonable assumptions, since picture zero evidently satisfies paq0,
pbq0, and pcq0.
Now, in particular, the k-partite F -system pZ%´1% ,S%´1% q is an F -hypergraph by paq%´1
and pbq%´1. Owing to the clean partite lemma there exists an F -hypergraph pZ%% ,S%% q
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together with a system W% of partite, strongly induced copies of pZ%´1% ,S%´1% q with
W% ÝÑ pZ%´1% ,S%´1% q such that
p˚q% If
` rZ%´1% , rS%´1% ˘, ` pZ%´1% , pS%´1% ˘ P W% are distinct and x Ď V ` rZ%´1% ˘ X V ` pZ%´1% ˘ is
a t-set, then there are rF P rS%´1% and pF P pS%´1% with x Ď V ` rF˘X V ` pF˘.
We define Π% “ pZ%,S%,Z%q “ Π%´1A%W% and contend that this picture satisfies
paq%, pbq%, and pcq%. It should be clear that these claims easily follow from the induction
hypothesis and the following statement:
If rΠ%´1 is a canonical copy of Π%´1, then Z`rΠ%´1˘ đ ZpΠ%q . (2.15)
Before proving this, we record two other properties of our construction. First, the copies
from W% being strongly induced in pZ%% ,S%% q entails:
p‘q% If e P E
`
Z%%
˘
and if rΠ%´1 is a canonical copy of Π%´1 with ˇˇe X V `rΠ%´1˘ˇˇ ě t,
then e P E`rΠ%´1˘.
Second we reformulate p˚q% in a more picturesque way:
pbq% If rΠ%´1, pΠ%´1 are distinct canonical copies of Π%´1 in Π% and x Ď V `rΠ%´1˘XV `pΠ%´1˘
is a t-set, then there are rF P S`rΠ%´1˘ and pF P S`pΠ%´1˘ with x Ď V ` rF˘ X V ` pF˘
and rF , pF đ Z%% .
Now we are ready to confirm (2.15). To this end, let a canonical copy rΠ%´1, an
edge e P EpΠ%q and a t-set x Ď eX V `rΠ%´1˘ be given. We are to prove that e P E`rΠ%´1˘.
Let pΠ%´1 be the canonical copy of Π%´1 with e P E`pΠ%´1˘. Since we are otherwise
done, we may suppose that rΠ%´1 and pΠ%´1 are distinct. Owing to pbq% there exists somepF P S`pΠ%´1˘ with x Ď V ` pF˘ and pF đ Z%% . By pbq%´1 we also have pF đ Z`pΠ%´1˘. Together
with x Ď V ` pF˘ X e this implies e P E` pF˘ Ď E`Z%%˘. Thus p‘q% yields e P E`rΠ%´1˘ and
consequently Z
`rΠ%´1˘ is indeed strongly induced ZpΠ%q. We have thereby completed the
proof of (2.15) and, hence, the proof of paq%, pbq%, and pcq%.
We have thereby shown that the envisaged partite construction can indeed be carried
out. Recall that Lemma 2.11 gives
Z|R| ÝÑ pX,QqFc . (2.16)
Now let Ză be the ordered Steiner pr, tq-system obtained from Z |R| by ordering the
vertices in any way satisfying
V 1
`
Z |R|
˘ ă . . . ă V M`Z |R|˘
and forgetting the partite structure. Then we have Ză P S đă pr, tq by paq|R|. Moreover
it is easy to deduce from pbq|R|, pcq|R|, and (2.16) that Ză đÝÑ pXăqFăc holds in the sense
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of S đă pr, tq. This means that Ză has the desired Ramsey property and the proof of
Theorem 1.8 is complete.
§3. The other classes
In this section we shall prove Theorem 1.11. To this end we need to show, on the one
hand, that under certain conditions a class T pr, tq has the F -Ramsey property and, on
the other hand, that there is a counterexample if these conditions fail. We call the results
of the former type positive and those of the latter type negative.
3.1. Positive results. The positive part of Theorem 1.11 is actually a direct corollary of
Theorem 1.8. The extra assumptions (i ) and (ii ) from Theorem 1.11 are in the following
way helpful for seeing this:
‚ If F P S pr, tq is homogeneous, then there is a unique ordered version Fă of F
and for every Gă P Săpr, tq there is natural bijective correspondence between
`
Gă
Fă
˘
and
`
G
F
˘
.
‚ If r “ t or if F is a complete Steiner pr, tq-system, then every induced copy of F is
in fact strongly induced.
One way to show that these observations and Theorem 1.8 imply the positive part of
Theorem 1.11 is to look separately at the three cases T “ S , T “ Să, and T “ S đ.
(Recall that the case T “ S đă was already covered by Theorem 1.8).
Let us illustrate this by treating the classS pr, tq. Suppose to this end that F,G P S pr, tq
are given, where F obeys conditions (i ) and (ii ). That is, F is homogeneous and, in case
t ă r, it is also a complete Steiner pr, tq-system. Take any ordered versions Fă and Gă of F
and G, and let Hă P S đă pr, tq with Hă ÝÑ pGăqFăc be given by Theorem 1.8. It suffices
to confirm that H is as desired. So consider any c-colouring of
`
H
F
˘
. Of course, this induces
a c-colouring of
`
Hă
Fă
˘
đ and by our choice of H there is a strongly induced copy
rGă of Gă
in Hă for which
` rGă
Fă
˘
đ is monochromatic. Now
rG is, in particular, an induced copy of G
in H and by the observations above
`
G
F
˘
is monochromatic with respect to the colouring
we started with.
Similar but marginally easier considerations apply to the classes Săpr, tq and S đpr, tq
as well. We leave the details to the reader.
3.2. Negative results. The proofs of most of our negative results will utilise the following
lemma which closely follows the lines of [15, Theorem 2].
Lemma 3.1. For every K P S pr, tq there is some G P S pr, tq such that no matter how
we assign orderings to the vertex sets of G and K, thus obtaining Gă, Kă P Săpr, tq, we
will always have
`
Gă
Kă
˘
đ ­“ ∅.
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Proof. Due to the similarity with the argument from [15] we only give a sketch. If K is
homogeneous we may take G “ K, so suppose from now on that the number m of linear
orderings on V pKq that lead to different ordered Steiner systems is greater than 1. If the
integer N is large enough depending on vK , then an easy probabilistic argument shows that
there is some H P S pvK , 2q with vH “ N and eH “ ΩpN2q. Let Hă be any ordered version
of H and let Gă P S pr, tq be the random ordered Steiner system obtained by inserting
independently and uniformly at random one of the m ordered versions of K into each edge
of H. If N and H were chosen so large that
m ¨N !`m´1
m
˘eH ă 1 ,
then with positive probability G will be as desired. 
Remark 3.2. Lemma 3.1 says that the class S đpr, tq has the so-called ordering property.
There is an alternative proof of this fact using Theorem 1.8. For a similar argument we
refer to [13].
3.2.1. Unordered classes and homogeneity. In this subsubsection we show that con-
dition (i ) from Theorem 1.11 is indeed necessary (see Corollary 3.4 below). The next result
states slightly more than what we need.
Proposition 3.3. For every F P S pr, tq that is not homogeneous there is some G P S pr, tq
such that for every H P S pr, tq there is a red-blue colouring of `H
F
˘
such that for no rG P `H
G
˘
the set
` rG
F
˘
đ is monochromatic.
Proof. Let K P S pr, tq be the disjoint union of two copies of F and let G P S pr, tq be
obtained by applying the previous lemma to K. We contend that G has the requested
property.
To confirm this we consider any two distinct ordered versions of F , say F 1ă and F 2ă. Let
H P S pr, tq be arbitrary and let Hă be any ordering of H. Now colour all members of
`
H
F
˘
that are isomorphic to F 1ă under this ordering red, those isomorphic to F 2ă blue, and the
remaining ones arbitrarily either red or blue.
Now look at any rG P `H
G
˘
. Notice that rG inherits an ordering from Hă, thus becoming
some rGă P Săpr, tq. Let Kă be obtained from K by ordering its vertices in such a way
that its first vF vertices form a copy of F 1ă while its remaining vertices from a copy of F 2ă.
By the choice of G there is a strongly induced copy rKă of Kă in rGă. By the construction
of Kă the set
` rK
F
˘
đ contains copies of both colours and, hence, so does
` rG
F
˘
đ. 
Corollary 3.4. If F P S pr, tq is not homogeneous, then neither of the two unordered
classes of Steiner pr, tq-systems has the F -Ramsey property. 2
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3.2.2. Weak classes and completeness. Finally we need to show that condition (ii )
from Theorem 1.11 is necessary. It seems convenient to deal with the cases T “ Să and
T “ S separately. We begin with the easier, ordered case.
Lemma 3.5. If t ă r and Fă P Săpr, tq is not complete, then Săpr, tq does not have the
Fă-Ramsey property.
Proof. Since Fă is not complete, there is a t-set x Ď V pFăq that does not appear in any
edge of Fă. We want to form new ordered Steiner systems by adding an edge to Fă
through x and r ´ t new vertices. In view of t ă r, this can be done in at least two
nonisomorphic ways. Let F 1ă and F 2ă be two distinct ordered Steiner pr, tq-systems that
can arise in this way and let Gă be their disjoint union.
Now if any Hă P Săpr, tq is given, we may colour
`
Hă
Fă
˘
in such a way that exactly those
copies of Fă that sit in copies of F 1ă are red whilst all others are blue. As the red copies
of Fă cannot sit in copies of F 2ă as well, there is no monochromatic copy of Gă under this
colouring. 
Lemma 3.6. If t ă r and F P S pr, tq is not complete, then S pr, tq does not have the
F -Ramsey property.
Proof. Again let x Ď V pF q be a t-set not contained in any edge of G and let F 1 be obtained
from F by adding a new edge containing x and r ´ t new vertices. Define K P S pr, tq
to be the disjoint union of two copies of F 1 and let G P S pr, tq be obtained by applying
Lemma 3.1 to K. We contend that there is no H P S pr, tq with H ÝÑ pGqF2 .
To see this, let any H P S pr, tq be given, order it arbitrarily to get some Hă P Săpr, tq
and consider the red-blue colouring of Hă from the proof of Lemma 3.5. By our choice
of G every member of
`
H
G
˘
contains a copy of K that in turn contains two copies of F with
different colours. So, in particular, no rG P `H
G
˘
is monochromatic. 
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